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Pioneers of comfort and innovation
Economic safety, salary on time and trust in financial systems are amongst the
fundamental conditions for comfort in modern society. Bluegarden has more than 45
years’ experience of handling payroll and strives to develop new solutions for future
needs and provide comfort and consistency to their clients in an ever-changing
world.
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Bluegarden has approximately 65,000
customers and handles more than 20
million payslips per year. This means
that nearly 20 per cent of all salaried
employees in the Nordic region get
their payslips via one of Bluegarden’s
solutions. Still, the company’s success
is measured by how invisible they are.
“Handling payroll cannot be a topic for
the executive board – then we are causing
problems. Usually you are succeeding
when everyone in the company you
work for knows you, but for us it is the
other way around. We succeed when we
are the engine running smoothly in the
background, and that is the guarantee
we can offer our customers. We can
make handling the payroll invisible for
the board, so to speak,” explains CEO at
Bluegarden, Mogens Elsberg.
With more than 45 years in the business,
Bluegarden is a leading provider of payroll
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and HR-related software solutions in
the Nordic region. “We always have to
think about how we can make things
easier for our customers. We use new
technology so that you can, for instance,
register your time on your mobile phone
or receive your payslip on your tablet. We
are not only pioneers of comfort, but also
of innovation,” says Elsberg.

(Application Programming Interface)
we can make it easy to integrate the
different systems the customers have.
We always focus on developing simple
solutions that will never get too complex
for our customers, leaving them free to
concentrate on their core business,”
explains Elsberg.
Bluegarden has offices all over the Nordic
region and offers solutions to companies
in Denmark, Sweden and Norway.

Complex systems, simple solutions
Right now many medium-sized and large
Scandinavian companies are changing
their IT solutions from end-to-end to
best-of-breed, which means that instead
of having just one solution for all their
systems, they choose different solutions
for each need they have. “It is a trend
in the market and creates a challenge,
since a company might have a different
system for HR, time registers and staff
development. We have been working on
this for years and with our standard APIs

CEO Mogens Elsberg.

For more information, please visit:
www.bluegarden.com

